Population Health Grant -- Frequently Asked Questions
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Question 1  Does the grant award amount include indirect cost support?

Answer 1  Yes, the total grant award is inclusive of any indirect costs. There are no additional funds available above the total grant award.

Question 2  What is meant by the “minimum one-to-one (1:1) match”? Is in-kind support or other non-cash support allowable to achieve the match.

Answer 2  The Population Health Grant Program requires that the grant award be matched a minimum one-to-one from a non-state source. If the proposal requests $200,000, then the applicant must provide a match of at least $200,000. Industry sponsorships, foundation funds, federal sponsorships, etc. could qualify as a non-state match. In-kind support from a non-Washington source could qualify as a match if it is directly attributable to the proposed research project. The CARE Fund would require documentation of the committed in-kind support, including how the amount was determined and how it relates to the proposed research.